INTRODUCTION
The string adjunct grammars of Joshi, Kosaraju, and Yamada (JKY) (1972) formalize many of the ideas proposed by Harris (1968) for the string analysis of natural language. The local adjunct grammars (LAG's) are the simplest class of string adjunct grammars, and the class of languages generated, the local adjunct languages (LAL's), is a subclass of the context-free languages (CFL's). The LAG's, however, have the power to characterize many aspects of the structure of both natural and programming languages. These grammars provide a natural way to achieve coordination in a phrase as when a string of adjectives of arbitrary length may appear, with no internal structure, as part of a noun phrase. A similar situation arises in an arithmetic expression formed by the sum of an arbitrary number of terms.
The LAG's deal entirely with strings of symbols and the adjunction of one string to another, and they are therefore different in concept from the phrase structure grammars. Section 1 gives a formal definition of a LAG and its generated language. The fundamental results about LAL's are also summarized, and these grammars are compared to the "star grammars (languages)" of Chomsky and Schutzenberger (1963) which are very similar. As these two authors point out, the star grammars are the most "structureless" of the context-free grammars (CFG's). In Section 2, this observation is formalized for the related LAL's by proving that a bounded CFL [in the sense of Ginsburg and Spanier (1964) ] is a LAL iff it is regular. Therefore, languages such as {anb '* [ n >/ 1} are not LAL's. In showing the negative results for some important decision problems concerning CFG's, Bar-Hillel, Perles, and Shamir (1961) used specific CFL's which are not LAL's because they are too highly structured. Nonetheless, in Section 3 it is shown that the same negative decision results hold for the LAG's with only slight modification. In particular, it is recursively unsolvable if the LAL generated by an arbitrary LAG is regular.
In Section 4, ambiguity in LAG's is studied. For every LAG, there is a strongly equivalent CFG, so ambiguity of a LAG is easily defined. The usual examples of inherently ambiguous CFL's are bounded and are not LAL's. An application of a theorem of Ginsburg and Ullian (1966) , however, shows that there are LAL's which are inherently ambiguous.
PRELIMINARIES
The basic concepts and results in the theory of local adjunct languages are given first, following the paper of Joshi, Kosaraju, and Yamada (1972) with several slight notational changes. Both JKY and Levy (1970) differentiate between the local adjunct grammars (LAG's) and the local adjunct grammars with null symbols (LAGN's). Levy (1972) has shown that the LAGN's generate a larger class of languages than the LAG's, and, from now on, all local adjunct grammars are assumed to be LAGN's without additional comment. Also, the LAGN's and their languages are known to possess desirable closure properties. The abbreviations LAG and LAL will be used even if there are null symbols. DEFINITION 1.1. A local adjunct grammar, G, is a 7-tuple (I, N, ~, ~c, q~ ~a, J), where 27 is a finite alphabet, N is a finite (nonempty) set of null symbols with N ~ 2: = ~, 9 is a finite set of basic strings with q) C N" l*, ~c, Ch, Ca _C C are the sets of basic center, host, and adjunct strings, respectively. J is a finite set of adjunction rules. Further, r = q~c u ~h w C a . Each adjunction rule, u ~ J, is of the form u = (ai, at, l~) or u = (ai, aj, rk), where ~i e r aj ~ Ca, and 1 ~ k ~< ln(ai) [where ln(ai) denotes the length of el, not counting the initial null symbol of N].
The meaning of the adjunction rule, u = (a~, a~., l~) e J, is that from ai we can derive a new string by adjoining a~. to the left (or right if the rule has r k in place of the Ik) of the kth symbol (not counting the null symbol of N) in ai any number of times. For example, if u 1 = (nlab , n2c ,/2) , we can derive the string nlan2cb or any other string in nla(n~c)*b. The rules can be extended to derived (nonbasic) host and adjunct strings so that if u S ~ (n2c , nlab , rl) is also in J, then any string in nla(n2c)*b can be used as a derived adjunct string to n2c. At the end of the derivation, all null symbols are removed. Informally, the local adjunct language derived from a LAG is the set of words derived as above using the center strings (q)~) as the basic host strings, with the null symbols removed at the completion of the derivation. The null symbols are used to distinguish strings in which the nonnull symbols of I are identical. Also, we will denote a local adjunct grammar, G, by G = (~c, J) since the other members of the 7-tuple can be derived from @c and ].
The local adjunct language corresponding to G ----(~,, J) can be defined more precisely. Again, we follow JKY. First, define ~ recursively, where all aq e 27 and ni EN. Note that the null symbols really were not needed in the last example. From now on, null symbols will be omitted unless they are required either to make the grammar simpler or are needed for generative power. EXAMPLE 1.2. G = (~c, J), r = {E, ab}, J = {(ab, ab, rl), (ab, ab, r~)). Then, L(G) = D2, the Dyck language over one pair of symbols. If the second of the two rules of J is omitted, then the language generated is {E) w aD2b. See Ginsburg (1966) for a definition of Dyck languages. EXAMPLE 1.3. Now set X ----(a 1, a~, a_i, a_2}, ~, ----{,, ala_l, a2a_2} , and (1) v,~ h,,
The grammar with the set of productions P = {S --+ c, S --~ aSb, S --~ SS} is a star grammar, but it does not generate a LAL, as can be shown by using Theorem 1.3. The language L = aD2b (of Example 1.2) is a LAL, as is L 2. L ~, however, is not a star language, because all possible type 3 rules are in a star grammar, and the star languages are not closed under language concatenation.
From the two examples above, we see that the LAL's and the star languages are not comparable. Nonetheless, any nonterminal symbol V i generates all strings in fiWi+gi. The strings generated from symbols in Wi can be regarded as adjunct strings appearing between the strings fi and gi. The idea of allowing the symbols of Wi to appear any number of times is therefore very similar to the ideas motivating the definition of the adjunct languages. In fact, if h i = e (for all i), then the star grammar will generate a LAL.
BOUNDED CONTEXT-FREE LANGUAGES AND LAL's
The bounded CFL's of Ginsburg and Spanier (1964) are a frequently occurring subclass of the CFL's, and they form a highly structured class of languages. Because of this structure, a bounded CFL is a LAL iff it is regular, as is shown in this section.
The necessary definitions and results to prove the above statement are given first. DEFINITION 2.1. A context-free language, L, over the alphabet 27 is said to be bounded if for some n ~ 1 there exist words w 1 , w 2 ,..., w n E 27* such that L C_ Wl*W2* "'" Wn*.
We now give three short lemmas from Ginsburg and Spanier (1964) which are necessary to derive the connection between the bounded CFL's and the LAL's. We can piece together these three lemmas to get the following new lemma which will prove to be necessary. Proof. IfL _C w* for some word w, then L* C w* and is a bounded CFL, proving the if part.
SupposeL* is also a bounded CFL. By Lemma 2.2, uv = vu for all words u, v eL. Lemma 2.3 tells us that there is a word w such that L C w*. By Lemma 2.1, L' = { ak I w~ eL*} _C a* and is a bounded CFL for any symbol a. It is well-known that a CFL over a single-character alphabet is regular, and this fact can be derived from the Parikh (1961) result on semilinearity. L' is therefore a regular set. A generalized sequential machine (gsm), G, is easily found such that G(L')=L*, preserving regularity.
Q.E.D.
We use a slightly altered form of the JKY (1972) equational representation of LAL's to get the main theorem. Q.E.D.
The next to the last step in the above proof depends on the fact that if A*B is bounded, then B is also bounded (for B _C A'B), and if aB is bounded, then so is B.
Ginsburg and Spanier (1966) say that a context-free grammar is nonterminal bounded if there exists an integer h with the following property: If a nonterminal symbol of the grammar generates a word w, then w has at most h occurrences of nonterminals of the grammar. A language is nonterminal bounded if it is generated by some nonterminal bounded grammar. The rank of L, for any nonregular CFL, L, is defined to be the smallest possible integer h with the above property of all the CFG's generating L (by convention, the regular languages are of rank 0). Linear context-free languages are of rank 1.
Since every bounded CFL is also nonterminal bounded [Ginsburg and Spanier (1966) ], no nonregular bounded linear (or nonterminal bounded) language is a LAL. This gives another proof that {anb n ] n ~ 1} is not a LAL, without using Theorem 1.3. Note that the linear LAL of Example 1.4 is not bounded.
DECISION PROBLEMS FOR LOCAL ADJUNCT LANGUAGES
Bar-Hillel, Perles, and Shamir (BPS) (1961) have provided basic results on decision problems for context-free languages. Of principal interest here is the fact that it is effectively unsolvable if L(G) is regular for any CFG. By extension, it is effectively unsolvable if L(G) is linear [Greibach (1966) ] or of rank n for any nonnegative integer n. (The rank of a language is defined at the end of Section 2.) The question of the regularity of L(G) is not solvable ifL(G) is a language over an alphabet of two or more symbols.
The solvability results for CFL's depend upon the use of particular languages which are not LAL's, so it has been an open question whether the results of BPS apply to LAG's and LAL's. In this section, we will see that the LAL's are rich enough for the basic decision problems to be unsolvable. Of particular importance, we show that it is unsolvable ifL(G) is regular for an arbitrary LAG, G. The results concerning the intersection of languages will not be quite as strong as for CFL's. The proofs are very much in the same spirit as those of BPS, and the differences are due to the intercalation theorem for LAL's that will not, for instance, permit the generation of a language such as {a~b~ln >~ 1).
The Post Correspondence Problem
The decision results rely on the work of Post (1946) and the well-known correspondence problem.
The problem is stated as follows. Let a = (al ..... an) and b = (bl ..... bn) be two n-tuples of nonempty strings over a finite alphabet V of at least two symbols. It is not effectively decidable if a sequence of indices i 1 , i 2 .... , ik exists, where k >~ 1 and 1 ~< i t ~< n (for j = 1, 2,..., k), such that aqai~ "'" ai~ = bilb~ ~ "'" bi,. If such a sequence of indices exists, we write P(a, b)= 1. Otherwise, write P(a, b)-= O. Of course, the function P is not Turing computable.
Undeddable Properties of Local Adjunct Languages
Let a = (a I ,..., a~) be any n-tuple of nonempty strings over the alphabet {0, 1}. i' will denote a code symbol for the natural number L Let L" = {i' I 1 ~< i ~ n}, with 27 ----27' u {0, 1}. We will construct a Dyck-like language over 27 where each i' is regarded as a left bracket with ai as the corresponding right bracket. 
Ka = L(G,) is the LAL generated by the grammar, G a .
The only difference between Ka and a conventional Dyck language is that strings, instead of single symbols, are used as right brackets. Furthermore, we might have a, = a~. for some i :# j, but this will cause no problems. Ka is a LAL by definition. What is not so obvious is that Z* --K, is also a LAL. This fact is shown in the next lemma. Proof. Ka is composed of words of 27* which do not cancel to the null string by reducing opposing pairs, i'ai. Thus, in Ka, whenever i' is followed by 0 or 1 (symbols occurring only in the right brackets), then a i as a whole follows i'. The same applies to the string resulting from the cancellation of this i'ai to the null string. This cancellation operation can become blocked in three ways-- (1) at the left end of the word, (2) in the middle of the word, or (3) at the right end of the word--and produce a word of/~a. We consider each possibility in turn. Ai is the set of words beginning with 0 or 1 which are no longer than ai but do not form a head of ai 9 Ai is finite, so we have the LAL, Le, as follows:
To get the grammar forL2, use each member ofi' 9 A i as a center string (1 ~ i <~ n), use each nonnull center string of Ga (the grammar for Ka) as an adjunct string to the right of each i', and generate 27* at the right-and left-hand ends of all center strings (of the new grammar). as a formal description of all words which do not cancel because of a right-end deficiency. L a can be formulated as a LAL in much the same way that L 2 was. L 1 , L2, and L 3 are seen to generate all words of K" a , even though there is some overlap among the three languages. K'~ = L 1 U L 2 w L 3 is a LAL since the union of any LAL's is also a LAL. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Note. By introducing a symbol "2" and coding each i' by 20i2, it is possible to generate K~ over an alphabet of three symbols instead of n + 2 symbols. Using the natural binary coding of 00 for 0, 01 for 1, and 10 for 2, K~ can then be coded with two symbols. It is then clear that K'~ is also a LAL over this two-symbol alphabet, even though the construction is more complex than the one used in the proof above.
With LAG's for Ka and K'~, it is now an easy matter to give a parallel development to that of BPS to obtain the unsolvability of many questions concerning LAG's. Generally, we will replace every occurrence of "SPG" (for "simple phrase structure grammar" or CFG) in Theorems 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 of BPS to get Theorems 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 below. Theorem 3.2 is weaker than its counterpart, and the reason for this will be noted. Also, the difficulties of strengthening this theorem will be explained. Given three LAG's, G 1 , G 2 , and Gz,
Moreover, these problems are unsolvable even in the special case that G 1 , G 2 , and G 3 have a common terminal vocabularly of two symbols, and even if G 3 is held fixed to be a certain G 3 defined below.
Proof. Let G 1 = G a and G~ = G~ be the grammars for K a and K b , respectively, where a and b are the n-tuples for any Post correspondence problem. Let G 3 be the LAG for the regular language R = Z+{O, 1}+, where Z = {i' [ 1 ~< i ~< n}.
Then,
M is empty iff P(a, b) = 0, which is not decidable. If P(a, b) = 1, then M is infinite since all-." aik = bil ". b~ implies that (a~l "--a~)~ = (bil "" bi~) n for all n >~ 1. Thus, it is effectively unsolvable to decide if M is infinite or finite. If P(a, b) = 1, then M is not a LAL (and hence not regular) because of the intercalation theorem (Theorem 1.3 due to JKY). If P(a, b) = 0, then M = ~ and is a trivial LAL with ~c = 2~. It is therefore unsolvable if M is either regular or a LAL.
To complete the theorem, use the note above about two-character alphabets, and use the grammar for the regular set (20+2)+{0, 1} + for G' 3 .
Note. BPS prove this result for the intersection of only two CFL's. For LAL's, however, the intersection of Ka and Kb is not enough, at least using the Post correspondence problem (PCP) as is. Consider, for instance, the possibility that l'2'a23'a3a 1 = l'2'b2b13'b a , with a2 = b~bl and a3a 1 = b 3 . The question of the existence of such "permuted" solutions to the PCP is probably unsolvable. It remains an open problem, however, to prove (or disprove) Theorem 3.2 for the intersection of only two LAL's. Nonetheless, the remaining theorems are not hindered by the requirement to use three languages. 
These problems remain unsolvable even if ~' is restricted to contain two symbols.
Proof. Let G be the LAG for Kak3K bk) R. K a and K 0 are LAL's because of Lemma 3.1, and R is regular since R is regular (R was defined in the proof of the previous theorem). Therefore, G exists.
is seen to be exactly the language used to prove the previous theorem (3.2), so all of the decision problems remain unsolvable.
Q.E.D. 
(c) Given an LAG, G, is L(G) regular ? (d) Given an LAG, G, and a finite automaton A, is L(G) = T(A), where T(A) denotes the language accepted by A ? This problem remains unsolvable for G even if A is held fixed to be a certain finite automaton .ff defined below.
These four problems are unsolvable even when the terminal alphabets contain two symbols.
Proof. (a) Let G 1 be the LAG for 27*. Let G 2 be the LAG for K" a to Kb t.)/2. Then, L(G1) CL(G~) iff P(a, b) -----0, for then Ka n K b n R is empty, and its complement, L(G2), is equal to 27*. (c) If G is the grammar for K" a to K" b to/2 = K, n Kb C3 R, then L(G) is regular iff Ka n Kb t3 R is regular (since the complement of any regular set is regular). This is not a decidable question.
(d) Let A be the one-state automaton that accepts the language, 27*. It is unsolvable if K', to K7 b to/2, which is a LAL, is equal to 27*.
These three theorems combine to give the main decision results for the class of LAG's, which generates a proper subset of the class of CFL's. Rabin and Scott (1959) show that many of the basic decision problems are effectively solvable for regular sets and finite automata. It is, therefore, important that the LAG's are powerful enough so that the basic decision problems are unsolvable. It is an open problem to find a proper subclass of the class of LAL's for which all of the above decision problems are unsolvable.
From Example 1.4, there is a language which is a LAL and is also a nonregular linear CFL. Let L denote such a language. If c is a unique symbol not in the alphabet of L and not in the alphabet of the LAG, G, then L 9 c 9 L(G) is linear iff L(G) is regular, which is not decidable. Therefore, it is not solvable if the language generated by an arbitrary LAG is a linear CFL.
AMBIGUITY IN LOCAL ADJUNCT LANGUAGES
The problem of ambiguity in context-free grammars and languages has been studied thoroughly. Parikh (1961) first showed that there are inherently ambiguous CFL's, and this subject is also treated by Chomsky and Schutzenberger (1963). Ginsburg and Ullian (1966) have extensively generalized the previous results. We will draw on the above works in order to study ambiguity in LAL's with the result that it will be seen that there are also inherently ambiguous LAL's.
The concept of ambiguity in a LAG is undefined at this point. We can use the definition of the ambiguity of a CFG, however, as an easy approach to the topic. Familiarity with the Parikh (1961) definition will be assumed. Theorem 1.1, taken from JKY (1972), says that any LAL is also a CFL. The proof of that theorem will now be outlined to show that for every LAG there is a derived context-free grammar and that word derivations in either type of grammar are exactly parallel. An outline of the proof of Theorem 1.1, as given by JKY, now follows.
Let 
Ga = (V, Z, P, S) is called the derived context-free grammar for the LAG, G. It can be seen that L(Ga) ~-L(G) (where the first language is a CFL and the second is a LAL).
Note especially that the derivation of any word in the language has exact parallel derivations in both grammars. Thus, G is ambiguous iff Ga is ambiguous.
It would be possible to define L(G) simply in terms of the derived context-free grammar if desired, thereby permitting Definition 1.2 to be omitted.
From the above development, we are now able to define ambiguity in LAG's. In order to get at the inherent ambiguity of LAL's, we shall need the following theorem of Ginsburg and Ullian (1966) . THEOREM 4.1 (Ginsburg and Ullian). If L is a CFL generated by an unambiguous grammar and R is a regular set, then L r3 R is a CFL generated by some unambiguous grammar which can be effectively found from the unambiguous grammar for L. CFG. This language, however, is known to be inherently ambiguous, as noted above. In particular, L has no unambiguous LAG.
By an application of the Post correspondence problem, Cantor (1962) has shown that it is effectively unsolvable if an arbitrary CFG is ambiguous. To get a similar result for LAG's would be desirable, but does not appear to be simple to do. The problem is the same as the one mentioned in the note after the proof of Theorem 3.2. For instance, the LAG for Ka u Kb (where these languages are as in Section 3) is ambiguous iff Ka n K~ =# ;~. Such a question is probably unsolvable, but requires further study.
